
Oil

During the last session oil prices fell on expectations that a well-supplied market would be able to absorb disruptions that have cut Lib-
ya’s crude production. The Brent front month settled at 64,59 USD/bbl, down 1 per cent on the day. This morning oil prices continued 
to ease as the IEA forecast a market surplus in the first half, helping ease concerns about disruptions that have slashed Libya’s crude 
output. We expect the market to stay in the range between 64-66 USD/bbl.

Gas

Yesterday European gas markets saw a rather rare occurence in the current environment, namely price levels gaining. Some reduced flows 
of Norwegian gas and lately cooler temperatures lifted demand and storage extractions, which in turn provided some support. Siimilarly 
lower levels of wind power for central and western Europe at the moment should prop up demand by conventional power production a 
bit. For longer dated contracts the upside appeared rather limited though, NCG Cal-20 gained only 0,042 EUR/MWh on the day settling at 
15,933 EUR/MWh. This morning the market looks set to return heading lower. 

Coal

Despite hitting the lows set in Monday’s session or even breaking below, European coal contracts changed tack later on, ending yester-
day in positive terrritory. This came despite the general oversupply being still intact and bearish signals from South Africa, where prices 
corrected down lately, as well as India, where demand was reported to decrease again. Currently colder conditions and lower wind 
output for bigger parts of Europe might have proved supportive for some technical recovery. The front year contract added 0,65 USD/t 
to settle at 60,70 USD/t. We could see the upside being capped today.

Carbon

The Dec ‘20 contract ended yesterday’s session at 24,92 EUR/t, likely driven by some bearish signals as well as a softer auction price. 
Some analysts expects a 2 EUR/t drop in prices in the months to come owed to increased supply from the UK. For today we expect 
softer prices once more. This is also somehow supported by pandemic fears. We also expect the 24 to 26 EUR/t range to hold today as 
well as during the rest of this week unless a sudden detoriation in sentiment happens.

Hydro
Current forecasts display rather muted changes in weather conditions during the coming days. Precipitation as well as temperature levels in 
different model runs show rather muted fluctuations, which means ‘wet’ and ‘mild’ remain keywords for the prospects at the moment. Hence 
the improvement in hydro balance appears unbroken.

Germany

The outlook of wind levels as well as temperatures increasing again from currently rather low levels by the end of this week weighed 
on nearby prices. The middle and long end of the forward curve moved in a mix of signals. Emissions gave up temporary gains, but gas 
and coal markets eventually settled the day with gains, outweighing emissions losses. Hence the front quarter closed at 34,36 EUR/
MWh, up 0,21 EUR/MWh on the day. The front year likewise gained 0,25 EUR/MWh to close at 42,90 EUR/MWh. Bearish pressure is not 
disappearing in the bigger picture.

Equities

It seems that fears of a global pandemic in the wake of a virus outbreak in China had limited effect on Asian indices. Investors seem 
satisfied with China’s response. But it would be clear that this is not a supporting issue for risky assets at all. Yesterday there were 
some minor losses in the U.S. and in Europe. In Davos, some of the Trump messages sent mixed signals so we expect that equities are 
in fragile mode today, moving rather sideways.

Conclusion

The series of losses in the Nordic power market saw its continuation also yesterday. The overall situation dominating current market 
conditions is unchanged. Wet and mild weather persists and drive improvements in the hydrological balance. The Q2-20 slmped another 
0,80 EUR/MWh to settle at 20,40 EUR/MWh. YR-21 lost 0,35 EUR/MWh to finish the day at 29,30 EUR/MWh. The overall state of affairs 
is rather unchanged. We might face selling interest waning a bit at low levels, so some initial recovery is not unlikely today.
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SECURITIES

Denmark NorwayFinlandSweden Germany

Expectation

Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

20-jan 23,26 36,88 22,71 36,87 22,77 22,92 22,75 February 27,98 28,98 25,85 28,60 31,88 22,97 23,85 February 41,34 32,15 110,99

21-jan 20,87 23,65 20,84 23,64 20,97 21,07 20,90 Q2-20 32,54 34,15 21,18 24,28 30,90 20,15 20,40 Q2-20 41,85 30,77 0,00

22-jan 24,25 40,60 20,77 37,09 25,50 21,71 21,16 2020 35,63 36,53 30,90 32,53 35,80 29,30 29,30 2021 44,72 39,84 0,00


